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ABSTRACT

Methane pyrolysis has been investigated in the open literature for a number of applications (improvement of fuel cracking, production of hydrogen, aeronautics and space use for cooling). This implies a large panel of experimental conditions and the development of numerous kinetic schemes, all validated for different test ranges. This last decade, a renew of interest is emerging according to the possibility of using methane as jet fuel for hypersonic applications. In this framework, it is required to determine the ability of the existing kinetic schemes to reproduce the chemical behaviour of the fuel during its pyrolysis (T > 1500 K and P > 1 MPa) in order to use these mechanisms in Computational Fluid Dynamics simulations. Thus, a balance must be found
between the accuracy of the predictions and the computations time (linked to the mechanism size). Reviewing a large panel of the experimental and numerical works and then comparing the existing schemes with available data is proposed in this work to estimate their potential (considering, if possible, the maximal stressing conditions). After a first selection, ten mechanisms are quantitatively compared regarding three important species: methane, which reflects the pyrolysis rate; hydrogen, linked to the propulsion efficiency and acetylene which is involved in the coke formation (unwanted effect). The computation time has been also determined and it serves as an additional selection criteria. One model seems to emerge regarding its accuracy and its size. It results in predictions with disagreement lower than 30% compared to the reference data and in calculation time lower than 1 s for a simulated time of 10 s in 0-D configuration.

1. Introduction

Hypersonic applications involve the management of a large thermal load applied to the whole structure. The temperature overpasses 1600 K (Mach 6), which imposes an efficient method to cool the materials. In regards with this objective, the circulation at counterflow of an endothermic fuel is explored as a regenerative cooling system.\textsuperscript{1,2} The thermal degradation of the fuel would act as a heat sink before entering in the combustion chamber. The choice of the fuel is critical and numerous studies have been conducted in order to explore the potential of several hydrocarbons.\textsuperscript{3–7} The experimental analysis of the pyrolyzed products distribution (notably the formation of solid carbon) was one of the fundamental keys of research.\textsuperscript{6,8} In addition, numerical studies are equally essentials in order to get a better understanding of the process and to obtain a better view of the chemistry for very stressing conditions (which are scarcely testable by experimentation). The modeling of such phenomenon is quite a hard task notably in regards with
the construction of a complete reaction network (which may involves thousands reactions and species). The first models were built manually, based on the theory of the chemical chain reaction elaborated by Bodenstein, and generally laid on the works of Rice (et al.).\textsuperscript{9–18} As example, Willem and Froment\textsuperscript{17,18} proposed a method to develop a kinetic modeling for the thermal decomposition of hydrocarbons by classifying the reactions into 3 different categories (initiation, propagation and termination). Nevertheless, the manual development of a detailed mechanism is fastidious and this explains the latest developments concerning the automated model generation.\textsuperscript{19–29} Tomlin et al.\textsuperscript{30} exposed the main features that such program should have: the structures of the species should be known; all combinations of the given species must be considered; no reaction should appear twice; a sensitivity analysis should delete the unimportant reactions. As an example of such a software, EXGAS\textsuperscript{31} can be cited. It generates kinetic scheme to be used within a chemical solver such as Chemkin Program.\textsuperscript{32} Similarly, the work of Broadbelt et al.\textsuperscript{23} can be mentioned since it uses a complementary approach. RING is another recent example of reaction network generator.\textsuperscript{39} The accuracy of the kinetic mechanisms has been improved through the increased details of the chemical modeling. As a result, this took away the use of such detailed chemistry within multiphysics software for computation cost reasons. Consequently, it appears necessary to reduce the size of the kinetic mechanisms without loss of accuracy using specific reduction methods which raised more recently.\textsuperscript{33–37}

In the framework of regenerative cooling, the potential of methane has been succinctly explored\textsuperscript{38} while the majority of studies are generally devoted to more complex molecules (dodecane,\textsuperscript{39} JP-10,\textsuperscript{40} etc.). However, a certain renew of interest seems to emerge and the present work is proposed in this concern. As a basis, number of researches have been done on the thermal degradation of methane and can be found in the literature. The works realized were, in a first time, essentially experimental and a large panel of different conditions (temperature,
pressure, reactor, etc.) was considered (according to the study’s objectives). As a consequence, an important collection of data has been progressively constituted. A few reviews\textsuperscript{41,42} have been elaborated and permit to gather a part of this large amount of results but they are now quite outdated and it appears necessary to propose an updated work. Another objective of this study is to detect an efficient kinetic model to simulate the methane pyrolysis according to several criteria. First, the context of hypersonic applications implies to exclude a number of mechanisms without direct interest and possible use (e.g. models for specific configurations like catalytic reforming of methane). Secondly, the number of reactions and species has to be limited (250 reactions and 100 species). This is motivated by the need to integrate the kinetic model in a CFD code with the perspective to realize multi-dimensional simulations. Then, a good accuracy is expected (disagreement lower than 10-20 wt.% with reference data) for the main chemical products while the major PAH (naphthalene, pyrene, styrene, anthracene) should be considered. Lastly, the computations should be made via a CHMKIN-compatible tool to be interfaced with other CFD codes.\textsuperscript{43} Hence, the mechanisms which are directly available in this format are largely privileged. Finally, due to the difficulties to find such a mechanism which would match all these requirements, some dispensation may be envisaged if only one criterion is not respected.

As a consequence, a large bibliographic review is necessary to list eligible mechanisms and to find experimental and validation data to test the strength of the models. Thus, the first part of this work proposes to review a large number of works devoted to the pyrolysis of methane. Then, ten kinetic schemes have been selected and compared according to the same stressing conditions (high temperature and pressure). The parameters of choice are: the number of species and reactions and the accuracy of some selected species, i.e. methane, hydrogen, acetylene and some PAH. It can be noted for future work that since this review is done in the context of the cooling of hypersonic vehicles, the intrinsic coke formation in case of pyrolysis and the catalytic effect of
the reactor walls should be two additional critical factors. This requires a specific focus to be proposed in a later study.

2. Thermal decomposition of methane

2.1. Experiments and kinetic modeling

The light methane fuel presents a high specific heat of combustion, without particular safety issue (compared to hydrogen\textsuperscript{38}) and with high density if cryogenic. Recent progress on hydrogen generation through methane catalytic degradation strongly increased its interest (e.g.\textsuperscript{44-48}). Since the 1900's, the thermal cracking of methane has been widely studied under numerous different conditions; first, experimentally.\textsuperscript{41,47,49-72} The experiments\textsuperscript{49-55} did not initially include quantification and identification of all the pyrolysis products and radicals. The results were mostly qualitative and they were based on the description of the first primary reactions. Some additional works then proposed numerical modeling and comparisons. A summary of the main studies discussed in this section is proposed in the Supporting Information (Table S1).

Palmer \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{56} explored the methane thermal decomposition within mixtures with helium (concentrations between 1 vol. \% and 20 vol. \% ) in a flow system for a temperature range of 1323 K-1523 K and for a pressure close to the atmospheric one (0.098 MPa). Methane was injected in a hot porcelain tube (residence time range from 0.1 s to 0.9 s) and the evolution of its conversion rate as well as the production of ethane, ethylene and acetylene were monitored. Palmer \textit{et al.} observed that ethylene is the major product, followed by acetylene and ethane. There results were not in adequacy with the other data available in the literature.\textsuperscript{57} The products distribution differs between two experiments like a shock tube and a tubular reactor. Thus, \textbf{they demonstrated that the global pyrolysis mechanism depends on the experimental conditions}. 
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Khan and Crynes confirmed this point in their review of methane pyrolysis.\textsuperscript{41} They furnished two interesting tables which summarized the different experiments already done at that time with the associated conditions, mechanisms, kinetic parameters and results. They highlighted that the conditions change the decomposition by impacting the reactions pathway. For example, between 1200 K and 1400 K, methane firstly decomposes into CH$_3$ and H radicals while for higher temperatures (1656 K-1965 K), acetylene and hydrogen are the first produced species.

During the 1970’s, the researchers attempted to describe and to construct a global kinetic mechanism that could entirely explain the thermal decomposition of methane. Chen et al.\textsuperscript{60,61} proposed a preliminary model based on their experimental results: methane was pyrolyzed in a quartz cylinder considering 4 test temperatures (995 K, 1038 K, 1068 K and 1103 K) at low pressure (0.0033 MPa-0.093 MPa). The monitoring of the decomposition products (hydrogen, ethane, ethylene, acetylene and propylene) was ensured by a Gas Chromatograph (GC). Hydrogen and ethane were the first species detected. The delayed production of ethylene and then of acetylene and of propylene confirmed that C$_2$H$_4$ is a secondary product while the two others are tertiary one. Based on those observations, Chen et al. proposed the following reaction pathway to explain the methane pyrolysis (with the associated kinetics parameters):

\begin{align*}
\text{Initiation Step} & \\
CH_4 & \rightarrow CH_3 + H \\nH + CH_4 & \rightarrow CH_3 + H_2 \\
2 CH_3 & \leftrightarrow C_2H_6 \\
\text{Secondary reaction} & \\
CH_3 + C_2H_6 & \leftrightarrow CH_4 + C_2H_5 \\
C_2H_5 & \rightarrow C_2H_4 + H \\
CH_3 + C_2H_4 & \rightarrow C_2H_3 + CH_4 \\
C_2H_3 & \rightarrow C_2H_2 + H \\
\text{Tertiary reaction} & \\
CH_3 + C_4H_4 & \leftrightarrow n - C_3H_7 \\
n - C_3H_7 & \rightarrow C_3H_6 + H
\end{align*}

Chen et al. experimentally highlighted another important phenomenon, not predicted by their mechanism: the autocatalysis (refer to Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 of Ref.\textsuperscript{61}). They noted that the ethane
yield (i.e. the amount of a chemical compound - following a specific chemical reaction - divided by the total amount of this specie) begins to rise sharply after a steady state plateau for moderate temperature (about 1000 K). According to Lieberman and Noles,\textsuperscript{73} an explanation of such a phenomenon could be the deposit of carbon at the surface of the reactor so that there are some modifications of the chemistry at this level: the \textit{carbon-coated surface acts as a catalyst} for the reaction.\textsuperscript{73} However, such surface effect was infirmed by Chen \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{61}

Dean\textsuperscript{64} made further investigation on the autocatalysis and he proposed a mechanism to explain this phenomenon through numerical investigations at 0.058 MPa. First, he based his analysis on a model proposed by Roscoe and Thompson.\textsuperscript{65} Dean shows that this mechanism, even if it furnishes good results, is not adequate to explain the ethane increase (autocatalysis) if microscopic reversibility is taken into account. Consequently, the autocatalysis can only be the result of three possible reaction pathways: the cycloaddition reactions between olefins and dienes; the ion-molecule reactions with their very large rate constant and the radical addition on unsaturated compounds. The third assumption was explored. Dean elaborated a model involving 122 species and 438 reactions, which can be reduced depending on the experimental temperature and pressure conditions (e.g. in Ref.\textsuperscript{61}, 44 reactions for 25 species are sufficient). Dean isolated the three major reactions which had a significant impact on the agreement between simulation and experiment: the initiation reaction (1), a secondary reaction (4) and a reaction which was not described by Chen \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{60,61} and which consisted on the methyl abstraction from cyclopentadiene (Eq. 10).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{C}_{5}\text{H}_{6} + \text{CH}_{3} & \leftrightarrow \text{C}_{5}\text{H}_{5}\text{CH}_{2} + \text{CH}_{4} \\
\text{Eq. 10}
\end{align*}
\]
The final model accurately predicts the autocatalysis and it provides a very good estimation of the ethylene production. Nevertheless, acetylene is overpredicted and propylene is slightly underpredicted.

Later, Matheu et al. invalidated Dean’s assumption notably by correcting thermodynamic parameters of cyclopentadienyl according to new experimental data.19 Then, they proposed a new model constructed by an automatic generator (based on the improved ExxonMobil mechanism generation code24) which systematically takes into account the pressure-dependent reactions. This one is constituted of about 100 species involved in 1000 reactions and it has been specially build according to Chen et al.60,61 experimental conditions (0.05-0.1 MPa and < 1100 K). The results were more or less satisfactory (maximum discrepancy of 35 %) and it predicted the autocatalysis. The authors suggested new pathways to explain this phenomenon and notably the importance of reverse disproportionation of certain species as allene or methane to form allyl and methyl radical (cf. Fig. 12 from Ref19).

Billaud et al.65 also conducted coupled experimental and numerical studies on methane pyrolysis at 1263 K and atmospheric pressure. Pure methane was injected in an alumina tube heated by an electric furnace. Two Gas Chromatographs were devoted to the qualitative and quantitative monitoring of the pyrolyzed products. A quantification of the coke formation was performed. After hydrogen (the predominant molecule), ethylene was the most represented species, followed by acetylene and benzene. Regarding the numerical approach, the model was based on 119 reactions and it predicted the production of species ranging from C2 to C6. Billaud et al. realized a sensitivity analysis for a large number of reactions in order to isolate those which have a clear impact on the production of each species. For example, they determined that the formation of C6H6 was mainly dependent on the reaction (Eq. 7) and on the following one (Eq. 11).
\[ C_2H_3 + C_2H_4 \rightarrow C_4H_6 + H \] (11)

Olsvik and Billaud\(^67\) prolonged these investigations for methane (93%) and argon (7%) mixtures at 1273 K and atmospheric pressure in plug flow reactor. Their model was composed of 36 reactions and it predicted the formation and consumption of CH\(_4\), C\(_2\)H\(_2\), C\(_2\)H\(_4\), C\(_2\)H\(_6\), a-C\(_3\)H\(_4\) (allene), p-C\(_3\)H\(_4\) (propyne) and C\(_3\)H\(_6\). The authors considered the autocatalysis but no ethane increase was detected in the experiments. Such a difference with the precedent works of Chen et al. and of Dean is attributed to the temperature level since high temperatures lead to the decomposition of ethane.

A recent study\(^68\) focused on the methane pyrolysis in a shock tube (1600 K-2200 K; 0.25 MPa-0.35 MPa). Bedarev et al. based their work on the Kassel mechanism from the 1930’s (4 reactions and 5 species)\(^52\) and on another one (21 reactions, 13 species) developed by Hidaka et al.\(^69\) The kinetic parameters have been modified by Bedarev et al. The comparison with the experimental data showed that the second mechanism was more suitable to model the chemistry within the shock wave. This work gives a good indication on the need to adapt the kinetic scheme to the configuration of study and to the operating conditions. In addition, Bedarev et al. were among the first to conduct 1-D and 2-D CFD calculations. They showed that only reduced kinetic scheme (less than 30 reactions) can be considered in complex multiphysics numerical modeling.

To conclude on this first point, the authors precise that a number of studies have not been cited despite they were carefully considered either because they were of low interest (in regards with the purpose of this work) or due to their specific and restrictive purpose (e.g. the production of syngas with CO\(_2\) and methane degradation).

2.2. Use of kinetic scheme in numerical simulation
In the continuity of applying methane pyrolysis in multiphysics configuration, Dahl et al.\textsuperscript{70} proposed a one-dimensional non isothermal mathematical model for the high temperature rapid decomposition of methane into hydrogen and carbon black within a graphite aerosol flow reactor (1533 K-2144 K). The temperature and methane flow rate effects were investigated. Rodat et al.\textsuperscript{72} worked on the solar methane cracking and developed a model to simulate it in a tubular solar chemical reactor using the Dsmoke software. The numerical conversion of methane was compared with experiments and satisfactory results were obtained (mean discrepancies around 12 wt.%). The other results were more fluctuant (notably regarding the H\textsubscript{2} production) due to the limitations of Dsmoke. Sinaki et al.\textsuperscript{75} developed a model to predict the production of hydrogen issued from methane pyrolysis. They used a combustion mechanism\textsuperscript{76} and they adjusted the kinetic coefficients to fit them on their experiments. These studies confirm that the kinetic mechanisms are often application-oriented and they have difficulties in representing a large variety of configurations when their size is too small. To cope with this drawback, some large mechanisms can be mentioned. For example, the SPYRO model (cf. Ref\textsuperscript{77,78}) was initially developed by Dente et al. and it was built and improved over the years with the objective to simulate the cracking of a large panel of hydrocarbons ranging from C\textsubscript{1} to C\textsubscript{42}. Obviously, such performance is balanced by the high number of reactions and species (respectively 3288 and 128, plus 20 radicals). Another example is the COILSIM1D software, which is a fundamental model devoted to the furnace simulation of hydrocarbon steam cracking according to an extended conditions set.\textsuperscript{79}

Finally, the work of Davis et al. is one of the rare specifically focusing on methane as a fuel for hypersonic application,\textsuperscript{38} taking benefit from the hydrogen and acetylene formation in case of thermal decomposition. This work is mentioned to exemplify the use of kinetic scheme for applied research. Their multiphysic approach serves to analyze the contribution of the physical
parameters on the chemistry and the resulting coupled effects. They considered the catalytic and non-catalytic studies on methane pyrolysis, the coke formation and the thermodynamic equilibria of carbon-hydrogen systems. They computed the methane decomposition within a temperature range of 1200 K–2200 K and for a pressure ranging from 0.68 MPa to 3.4 MPa within a Perfectly Stirred Reactor (PSR). The kinetic computations were based on a modified hydrocarbon oxidation scheme (Foelche et al.). The methane conversion was found to decrease when the pressure increases, the residence time firstly impacts the formation of the primary species and its increase favors the pyrocarbon formation. Davis et al. found that increasing the temperature does not influence the carbon formation or even limited it. Such surprising result is one of the reasons for the additional literature survey which should be proposed later in a future work regarding the methane pyrolysis with catalysis and coke formation.

This last study demonstrates that methane combustion studies should be mentioned because of the associated kinetic description. Indeed, the decomposition of methane is a part of the combustion mechanisms. As a consequence for the readers, methane oxidation and combustion schemes can thus be mentioned. Additional mechanisms are referenced and available in the NIST database.

3. Quantitative comparisons of kinetic mechanisms

As presented in the preceding section, numerous experimental data were generated over the years in the open literature. A large number of models were developed, each for a specific condition set. Consequently, a global comparison between all models would be unwise. A selection is thus necessary and this has been done following the criteria mentioned in the introduction. The authors remind that the size of the mechanism (by extension, the computation time) should remain limited. Hence, a number of high detailed models are not considered for this
work (e.g. kinetic model of 14000 reactions\textsuperscript{72}). Plus, due to the context of this study, a few number of kinetic models, which are devoted to specific applications (e.g. some models for shock tubes), were omitted since the kinetics of fast combustion process is not compatible to the one of slow pyrolysis one. It can be noted that the research of a mechanism was extended to the field of combustion and to the one of heavy hydrocarbon pyrolysis since none of the criterion given above limit this possibility. Some of the most recognized combustion mechanisms have been tested as well as several heavier hydrocarbons pyrolysis schemes (DCPR,\textsuperscript{90} Westbrook\textsuperscript{91}). Such extension has several justifications. Considering methane combustion, it was intensively studied and numerous models have been developed. These models integrate the reactions directly devoted to its pyrolysis. Consequently, testing it would reveal their potential to simulate the pure thermal degradation of methane. The combustion mechanism do necessarily contain the pyrolysis schemes and those of pyrolysis for heavy species do necessarily contain the reactions dedicated to smaller hydrocarbons when they consider the secondary schemes with formation and consumption of by-products. So, this work represents an extended use of such mechanisms. In addition, combustion models may integrate soot formations which consider PAH formation. Despite these "exotic" kinetic schemes for a methane pyrolysis application are used outside their range of validation (they were probably less tested under pyrolysis conditions with methane than under those for which they were designed), their behavior is interesting to widen the possibilities in terms of numerical computations.

Totally, the performances (accuracy) of the models of interest are analyzed regarding the number of species and reactions since the selected model should be used in CFD application. The results also serve to determine how the reactions pathway can explain the discrepancies. An overview of the main characteristics of the ten models considered in this work is furnished in Supporting files (Table S2).
Depending on the kinetic model, the number of species and/or reactions can be multiplied by a factor up to 10 roughly. Such differences is easily understandable because of the application field (e.g. a combustion mechanism would have more species/reactions due to the presence of oxygen), the fuel (the dodecane modeling requires the consideration of more reactions) and by the degree of details used to describe the chemistry (e.g. the consideration of heavy polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons for example). For practical comparison, the number of reactions/species directly linked to the pyrolysis process –particularly in case of combustion mechanism- is given (see Table S2 and S3 in Supporting Information).

The computations using the mechanisms are made thanks to the chemical solver SENKIN\textsuperscript{97}, considering an homogeneous closed batch reactor and for fixed temperature and pressure. The calculations were done on an Intel Zeon workstation (8 processors-2 GHz; 12 Gb memory).

3.1. Available experimental results

Comparisons with experimental data are required in order to highlight the strengths and weaknesses of the models. The survey reviews numbers of results but most of them can not be used for some reasons. First, the experimental conditions and particularly, the type of flow impact the chemistry. Thus, experimentations with plug flow or perfect stirred reactors provide the most adequate results for the present work. Hence, other data are neglected. Secondly, as exposed by Davis \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{38} no experiments were conducted at both pressure and temperature of interest (i.e. > 1 MPa and > 1500 K). Thus, it is possible to find some works at high temperature but low pressure (e.g. 2000 K but a pressure of 0.01 MPa\textsuperscript{96}) or conversely.\textsuperscript{99} This clearly limits the number of studies to be used in the present work. Finally, several authors proposed interesting but partial results due to incomplete species quantification. As an example, Murphy \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{100} pyrolyzed different small hydrocarbons, including methane, in a flow system. Only a few informations are given about the products distribution: methane decomposition, ethylene and
acetylene productions (expressed in mol.%). Moreover, the experimental pressure is not precisely mentioned so that it appears difficult to use their data. Comparison with the works of Sun and Gavalas$^{101}$ have been also envisaged but the uncertainties on the effective residence time of methane inside the reactor and on the gas temperature could lead to an unwise comparison (notably the potential high error on the methane conversion).

As a consequence, it appears that only few experimental results are of interest and could be used for testing the selected models. Thus, a comparison has been made with the results furnished by Gordon$^{55}$ and Billaud.$^{66}$ Despite the conditions of temperature and pressure are not as stressing as expected and despite their test conditions are roughly similar, this comparison permits to have a first appreciation.

For clarity reasons, only the major species are plotted when comparing experimental and numerical data. The agreement between the computations -whatever the mechanism- and the Gordon’s experiments (1280 K/0.1 MPa) is unsatisfactory for most of the species (Figure 1). The methane consumption is more and more underpredicted regarding the pyrolysis progress (about 98 mol.% of numerically remaining methane against 89 mol.% experimentally for 1.5 s - Figure 1a). For the other species, the discrepancies largely exceed a threshold of 50 % for all the mechanism, excluding the Konnov’s one (Figure 1b-e-d). Such discrepancies are linked with the error made on the methane consumption and the low proportion of the other species which magnifies the difference (e.g. for C$_2$H$_2$, the comparison is made for experimental molar fraction range of 0.04 mol.% - 0.39 mol.%). It is assumed that the test conditions are largely responsible for this disagreement (reactor nature, reactor configuration, important surface/volume ratio, product sampling and analysis and temperature).

*Figure 1 should be placed here*
The mechanisms were then compared to Billaud’s conditions (1263 K, 0.1 MPa). For this case, the discrepancies between computations and experiment are more fluctuant during the simulation time. For methane consumption (Figure 2a), the profiles are similar to those from the precedent comparison with Gordon’s data but the discrepancies remain more limited (lower than 5% for the first 4.5 s). Westbrook’s and Dean’s C1-C4 mechanisms return the most accurate predictions considering the global computations time. For hydrogen, the results are mixed (Figure 2b). Globally, two trends are observable. The first one consists on a primary decrease of the disagreement followed by a raise and then a plus or minus plateau. Such trend is encountered for Leeds’. Westbrook’s, GRI-MECH’s and Konnov’s models. Regarding the other mechanisms for the first second of time, it can be noted an increase of the disagreement and then a plus or minus stabilization. Totally, concluding on the most efficient mechanism for the hydrogen prediction is too hazardous due to such fluctuations. Then, for C2H2, the discrepancies exceed 50% for all computation durations, excluding for Hamdullahpur’s results which are acceptable (between 10% and 30% - Figure 2c). This is an important point according to the purpose of this comparison. Indeed, acetylene is one of the “key species” in regards with coke production, which formation relies on the appropriate estimation of this compound. Considering ethylene production, the predictions are as mixed as for the hydrogen ones but with a global better agreement (Figure 2d). Westbrook’s and Dean’s mechanisms could be considered as more efficient than other schemes. Finally, a comparison was also made for benzene (Figure 2e). The disagreement is important and only Dean’s C1 and Dagaunt’s results fall under a threshold of 50%.

*Figure 2 should be placed here*
The median and minimal discrepancy values for the four main species have been calculated (see Table S4 and S5 in Supporting Information) and highlight several points: First, no mechanism return accurate results for the 4 species (based on a threshold value of 50%). GRI-MECH's, Sung, Dean's C1 and C1-C4, Westbrook's and Hamdullahpur's models demonstrate the most efficiency with three predictions lower than 50%. Among these, the ones of Hamdullahpur and Westbrook seem to be quite superior. Equally, it appears that the accuracy is not linked to the number of reactions for a considered species. Finally, it appears that the accuracy is linked to the simulation time. Thus, it can be noted that the mechanisms are more efficient for the first and half second of time to predict the methane consumption and the hydrogen production while a better agreement is found for ethylene and acetylene for a time higher than 4 s. Totally, it could be assumed that all these differences and observations should be related to two points: in the one hand the number of considered reactions and their corresponding Arrhenius parameters and on the other hand the modeling of quite complex experiments by 0-D simulations.

3.2. Further numerical investigations

Due to the lack of experimental data, it is proposed to further appreciate the selected models by confronting their predictions with the computations made by Davis et al.⁸⁸ where the conditions are in close agreement with those expected onboard an hypersonic vehicle. Davis et al. simplified the mechanism elaborated by Foelsche et al.⁸⁰ (642 reversible reactions and 107 species to model jet fuels -kerosene) and they realized non equilibrium calculations. The results from Davis et al. do not constitute validation data for the present work but they have the merit to exist and to illustrate the composition which may be expected under real hypersonic conditions. Plus it represents the opportunity to consider another mechanism which was not available to the present authors (the one of Foelsche et al.). Moreover, Davis et al. conducted additional work to have a
numerical validation thanks to several complementary equilibrium calculations. Finally, since these results are the only ones which were found in appropriate conditions for hypersonic use, these data deserve to be mentioned. First comparisons are made at 1700 K and 0.67 MPa (Figure 3). It can be noted that the Konnov’s mechanism clearly differs from others and it returns the worst predictions whatever the species. Regarding the methane consumption (Figure 3a), excluding the Westbrook’s and Dagaut’s models, the disagreement never overpasses 50 %. Dean’s and Hamdullahpur’s models -and in a lower extent the Sung’s one- are the most accurate (mean disagreement respectively equal to 6 %, 7 % and 9 %). Considering the hydrogen production (Figure 3b), the disagreement is lower than 50 % for all the mechanisms after 1 ms. GRI-MECH’s, Dagaut’s, Leeds’ and Westbrook’s models are relatively less accurate (mean discrepancy between 36 % and 42 %) than the other ones (close to 30 %). The results for acetylene are more contrasted and higher discrepancies are observed (generally higher than 50 %). Dagaut’s mechanism is the only one which returns discrepancy lower than the threshold for the overall duration. As previously, the results for ethylene are mixed (Figure 3d). GRI-MECH’s and Westbrook’s predictions are quite worse with a mean discrepancy of about 55 %. Considering this condition set, it can be concluded that both Hamdullahpur’s and Dean’s mechanisms globally present similar predications than Davis’ calculations.

*Figure 3 should be placed here*

Another comparison is proposed with more stressing conditions (2000 K and 3.4 MPa). As the precedent set, Konnov’s predictions are deficient. For all the other mechanisms excluding the Westbrook’s and Dagaut’s ones, the agreement for methane decomposition (Figure 4a) appears satisfactory (lower than 50 %). Dean’s models, and, in a lower extent, DCPR’s one are the more accurate (maximum disagreement respectively equal to 21.33 % and 45.20 %). Considering the
hydrogen production (Figure 4b), the disagreement is lower than 50 % for all the mechanisms after 1 μs. As for methane consumption, Dean’s models show good results (mean discrepancy close to 10 %) as Hamdullahpur’s and Sung’s ones (respectively 10 % and 11 %). The results for acetylene (Figure 3c) are more contrasted and higher discrepancies are observed (> 50 %). Hamdullahpur’s predictions are the closest from Davis’ ones regarding the overall duration (mean discrepancy close 19.5 %). Totally, Hamdullahpur’s and Dean-C1’s results equally present better agreement with Davis’ computations.

*Figure 4 should be placed here*

### 3.3. Computation time and accuracy

To complete the appreciation of these models, the computation time has to be considered as an important criterion (regarding the integration in a CFD code). This one is directly linked with the number of reactions (Table 1). The computation time should not overpass one second for simulating 10 s of real time to be later implemented in a CFD code. This condition is fulfilled by the five smallest mechanisms (Table 1). The calculation time has also to be compared with the accuracy of the model’s predictions and a good balance should be found. The methane decomposition and the hydrogen and acetylene productions are parameters of interest regarding the simulation of hypersonic application. Consequently, a threshold of 30 % of discrepancy could be fixed as criterion for these species. In Table 1, the values in red represent a deflection compared to the criteria. No mechanism entirely fulfills the requirements for each criterion. The Hamdullahpur’s model appears the best compromise regarding the global accuracy. This is why it could be selected for future use in a CFD code.

*Table 1 should be placed here*

4. Conclusions
The pyrolysis of hydrocarbons is investigated since the 1900's for numerous applications linked to the products generation and to the energy conversion. Considering methane, the conversion rate and the product distribution are clearly influenced by the experimental conditions such as the temperature, the pressure and the reactor nature. Thus, numerical simulation is preferred for such multiphysics study and this required to test the existing kinetic schemes and to validate them.

The literature survey showed that the products formation and the associated chemical mechanisms depend on the experimental test conditions. Combustion mechanisms were also considered since they contain pyrolysis reactions and are often used by the pyrolysis scientific community to conduct reactive studies in absence of oxygen. The limitations generally imposed in terms of species and/or reactions number implies that the corresponding schemes are unable to cover a wide diversity of applications. The way the main species are produced during the methane pyrolysis has been briefly described through the elementary presentation of the relevant chemical mechanisms. The effect of the reactor's surface has been briefly mentioned and this will be detailed in a future work considering in addition the coupled coke formation. The use of methane kinetic scheme in CFD applications has been reviewed and an acceptable size of the mechanism has been proposed (of the order of few tenths of reactions).

Then, the available detailed kinetic mechanisms for the methane pyrolysis have been tested and compared to existing experimental and numerical data to determine their accuracy. The differences between the mechanisms were explained by comparing the reactions sets. A compromise between accuracy and computation cost clearly shows the advantage of the Hamdullahpur's mechanism regarding the current available data. Nevertheless, this work also highlights a clear lack of results for stressing conditions. Performing experimentation at high pressure and high temperature (1500 K and 30 bar) would be a real benefit not only for getting a
better view of methane pyrolysis but also to have better tools to appreciate and to extent the validity domain of several kinetic models. This experimental step is expected to be achieved in the coming years by the present authors.
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Table 1. Models evaluation regarding the selected criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number of reactions</th>
<th>Computation time (Davis’ conditions)</th>
<th>Mean discrepancy with Billaud’s experiments(^6) (1263 K, 0.1 MPa)</th>
<th>Mean discrepancy with Davis’ computations (2000 K, 3.4 MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C1I4</td>
<td>I2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRI-MECH</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>&lt;0.5 sec</td>
<td>1.31%</td>
<td>38.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leeds</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>&lt;0.5 sec</td>
<td>1.70%</td>
<td>41.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Konnov</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>&lt;1 sec</td>
<td>2.11%</td>
<td>55.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamdullahpur</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>&lt;1 sec</td>
<td>1.83%</td>
<td>54.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sung</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>&lt;1 sec</td>
<td>1.52%</td>
<td>43.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dagaut</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>3'50 sec</td>
<td>1.21%</td>
<td>58.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEAN C1-C4</td>
<td>1108</td>
<td>5'50 sec</td>
<td>1.32%</td>
<td>34.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCPR</td>
<td>1186</td>
<td>5 sec</td>
<td>1.75%</td>
<td>48.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEAN C1</td>
<td>1284</td>
<td>7 sec</td>
<td>0.99%</td>
<td>33.88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westbrook</td>
<td>1321</td>
<td>7 sec</td>
<td>0.56%</td>
<td>21.65%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Comparison of numerical results (mol.%) to Gordon’s experiments$^{55}$ (1280 K, 0.1 MPa). a) Methane. b) Hydrogen. c) Acetylene and d) Ethylene.
Figure 2. Comparison of numerical results (mol.%) to Billaud’s experiments (1263 K, 0.1 MPa). a) Methane. b) Hydrogen. c) Acetylene. d) Ethylene and e) Benzene.
Figure 3. Comparison of numerical results (mol.%) to Davis’ simulations (1700 K, 0.67 MPa). a) Methane. b) Hydrogen, c) Acetylene and d) Ethylene.
Figure 4. Comparison of numerical results (mol.%) to Davis’ simulations (2000 K, 3.4 MPa)\textsuperscript{38}. a) Methane. b) Hydrogen and c) Acetylene.